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I    TI33- *FECT.OF  CONCRETE  COMPOSITION
ON RETENTION.OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE.

PARTA - PREI IMINARY EXPERIMENTS

INTRODUCLTION

The possibility of trapplng radioactive waste by using it as the makeup liquid
.in ·'cbnerete' pas. suggested briefly in .the papers given at John's Hopkins,  June 205
1957.  .Howevery this method was .found to be inadequate because the concrete would
disintegrate 'because 'of high temperatures generated by .extremely high-level radio-
active' materials.  '

It  would  seem that ·the  problem' of  concrete disintegration could be corrected
in two 'ways:   First,  a temperature-resistant  concrete could'be prepared by adding
,.certain .ceramic  substance's whi:ch.Would promote s-intering  of  the mass -as  the
hydraulic' bond ·of 'the, ceramic .dement is destroyed; second,  (for 'a- given weight ofmaterial):a  lightweight  corrcrete:could be prepared which would  effectively  keep
the radioactive particles at greater separation distance than.would be possible
in heavy concretes.

It  was'.desired  to. evaluate  these  ideas by -making coneretes using portland
cement and vermiculite a·s the' 'solid materials.and radioactive waste a·s the makeup·
liquor.  Although the portland cement and vermi·culite 'will sinter when exposed to
elevated temperatures,  it was .als'o desired· to investigate the possibility of re-

 -     due'ing :the temperature Dr iucreasing the effectiveness of 'the sinter by adding
fluxes   such .as b·orax,   soda  ash,   .etc.

PROCEDURE-

1.  Materials

a.  Vermiculite

Vermiculite i'sa mine'ral that 'exfoliate's upon heating showing
expansion up to 30 times its original volume.  This expansion
produces a lightweightmaterial weighing .about seven p'ounds per
duble   foot. The expanded vermiculite is .highly :absorb·ent  and
can pidk up th.ree timas its weight of liquid and still remain
a loose' gratfular material: The chemical comp'ositi·On of.a
vermiculite   .is   shown  12i  Table  I.      The  chemical   composition.and
phybical prop·erties:are sub·ject to considerable variati·on
depending-on the ore sburce.and the:exfoliation procedure.

The ve rmi·culite used in this investigation was provided by the
Zonolite Company of Chicago.   It.came' from' thei'r libby, Montana
miries :and 'was, ela'ssed as their ·silze ·grade No.. 4 tesseritially
minu's     6   mesh   plus     48  'mesh).

77 0 2__
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TABLE I

THE CHI*[CAL..:COMPOSITION.OF VERMICULITE

ActualrCom:position of
Theoreti:cal 'CompOsition South Carolina Vermiculite

Mg 15,9 Si02 38.7
Sl 18-2 MgO 20.0
Fe 3.8 A1293 17·4
Al 9.2 Fe20 8.5
D 37.9 *20 5,2

13.8 Cdo -0.8

Cr293 0.5

Mn304 -0.1
Cl 0.5
LOI 8.7

TABLE II

THE'.COMPOSITION  OF  VERMICULITE  CONCRETE  TEST  MIXTURES

Ma'tertal .r.-1   .C-2    C-3 0-4 0-5 0-6 .C-7 .
c-8

Waste Liquor mis 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 84 mi

Vermiculitegds 13.7 13·0 18.0 15·0 17.0   17.0 15.0 10.0

Fi  Early  'Cemtht gms 30.9 10.0 20.0 20.0 ----- 20.0 20.0

Bentonite .gns 3.0

5 SC Sodium
Silicate enb 6.0

No. 1 Pottery
Plauter· gms 30.0

Attapulgite .HVM gms .... - --- 10.0

P
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,PROCEDURE.(continued)

b·.  Other Materials.

The c'emehts .used in this investigation were Atlas Hi Early
purtland cement and.U.  S.  Gypbum' No..1 pottery plaster:   The
clay used was Attas'orb .BVM  supplied by the.Minerals.and
Chemi'cals Corporation of.Anterica.

2..'Mixing,Method

The composition:s.tested. are bhown in Table II.   Different.sequence's of
mixing. were tried with Compositions. fC-1. through C-6.  It.was found that there

was  .a  tenden'cy  for tha cement   to  settle  but  of   the  .mixture  and   cake  on  the  b'ottamof the contaifer 'whenever tlle mixture  or' portions   of   it became fluid.     The  best
'procedural'was found to be mixing of the bement and vetmiculite first and then
adding   the    solution   to   the  .dry  materials   while   ·continually    stirringthe   mixture.
This  prucedure' 'was  used  in  the' remainlng tests.

Immediately   after' mixing,    the  . cdmpositions   were   vibrated   into wax« papercups  .and six samples   were   prepared   fram  eath.camp'osition.

3..Firing

t['he  Bam:ples ktre .allowed  to air .dry for 24  hr  and  then were placed  in
purcelain 'crudibles .ahd fired in electric muffle furnaces to· various temperatures
ab 'showir in Table III:  .The.furnaces 'were· started at room' temperature and brought
up:  tb  the·  boaking  temp'erature .as   f'ast  as  the  furnace .Vould  permit.     The  samples
'were  maintained at the final temperature  for two  hours.

4.   Radioactivity.Measurem'ents

The'radioactivity of the fired sample's .Vab determin'ed by powdering the
damples  in. their  crucibles and.then.adding water  to  the   crucible.     The   suspension
of fin'e particles in watar was poured into emall aluminum dishes.  .The suspensioh
was .allowed to 'settle 30 sec'.before pou:ring into. the.aluminum dish,  thus,  elim-
inatink the larger' particle sizes fr'am the bkiple; hbwever,  this was hot completely
effective slnee .sane of the 'coarse parti·cles of vermi,cullte .'would float.·evan thbugh
the s'ample's:.werb' flred up through..800 C  and  these vere transferred  to  the.dish..
 ThuM, the surface 'appearane'e.of the 8'ample's varied 'considerably.

The radioactivity was.determin'ed.on.ah·end window 'G. M. beta counter, 64
'Scaler.      It  was.  necesbary  to·  use   Pour  dheats  of.aluminum  shielding.'above  the
's'olid-suspensi:on   specimens   to   reduce the count   to a raadable level.

Approxtmately  half  of.dath  fired  specimen was .transferred  to a  leathing
.bottle .containing 10 'ml.  of tap 'water to each graIn 'of  specimen.   A ona ml.  Aample
of the lea€h   liquor .was transferred   to   .an  .'aluminum  .·dish   after·    sevan   days   'o f
leaching.   Yhe dish was driedat 104°C and then its radioactivity determined.on'
the·  'G..   M.    counter.
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TABLE III

THE.EFFECT .OF EXPOSURE · TO ELEVATED TEMPERATURES

ON THE RETENTION OF ACTIVITY IN COMPOSITIONS.C-7 AND C-8

C-7 C-8

Temperature Wt. of Sample Radioactivity Wt. of Sample Radioactivity
tic girls: c/min/an gm c/min/gn

Room 228,000* 167,000*

160 0.4231 86,048 0.1218 95,147

560 0.2835 140,268 O.0695 98,287

860 0.2846 166,047 0:0629 100,877

1020 0.1647 152,141

1125 0.0793 189,634 0.0401 107,830

1190 O.0916 159,356 0.0265 154,377

t'.

*Calculated from the amount of waste liquor used in the concrete.

770         -5
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RESULTS.OF INVESTIGATION

1.       Procedure   for .Making  ·Concrete

Compositions.C-1 through.C-6 were·:made to determin'e a. satisfactory pro-
cedure for' formirsg :con'erete .'and to in*stigate thr'ee different typas of cementing
agents.

Composition C-1 with the dry cement and dry vermiculite were mixed together
'ahd  100  ml.   ·of'  Hopa sblution  was  .added  to   the  .mixture.     This composition eyolved
considerable heat after addition of the Hope bolution.and formed -a Solid cake with-
in tvo minutes of the .addition of the vaste.liqu'or.

'The .kixing seque'nce .was. €hanged for:Camposition' C-2 <and the Hope bolution
was .added to the .vermiculite .a·s tha first  step .and then cement and bentonite.were
sprinkled ·ovar' the d pened vermlculite.  'This composition showed no indication
of setting within  12   hr  of.the   time'  of  mixing.      The  lack   of   set  may  have  been
caused by both.€135 small proportion of :cemant to vermiculite and by the mixing
.baquente.   There was.a tendency fbr tha.temant to· segregate in.this mixing se-
quence rather than  uniformly coating  the  vermiculite  grains.    Whenever there.was
a vary wet. mix, the liquid washed the cement away fran. the vermiculite and then
the   -chment   set.on  the 'bottom'  of   the'.mixing  tontaiger.    .This  mixing.sequent'i-might
b'e   desirable with lower·  ratios.·of   varmleulite   to   liquid   and  with. machine mixing.
This ihould be investigated.

Composition C-3 used type SC p'owdered sodium.silicate .as the binder·.  'The
' same mixing settuence was used as in 'Composition C-2.   However, the.vermiculite to

liquid ratio wa-s inareased to 18.0 gas to 100 ml.  (C-2 u*ed 13.0 gms to. 100 mi.).
It is interesting that the.vermitulite' waa still granular 'and free fram.a surface
liquid when  100  mis.  of  slmulated waste  liquor  was.added.     This  would .indicatS  an
.absurption .capa'City  of  about. 1000  per·  cent:    . The·.addition  of  the . sodium  silicate
did not produce a  set  in this mixture.    It  ia  suggested  that other brands  vf
sodium   silicate'   'should   be'   tried.

Cantpo sition  C -4   liked   the same mixing sequence.as.C-1.        However,   .a   lower
ratio   of  cement   to  varmiculite  was  used.      This   composition.gava  an.  excellent   set.
A still lower  ratlo was..usad  in,C-5  -and  this  .composition  also   gave  'a   good  set.

Composition C-7 was the same as D-4.  .Composition.C-7 was prepared for
radioactivity maasurement.

It was also debired to determlne if a.ttapulgite additions would inarease
th  effectiven'ess .of the concrete in .trapping waste Material.  .C-omp'osition .C-8
cantain:ed. Ettapulgite   Attasorb·  "HVM:

2.      Radioactivity  in'  Solid  Bpetimenk

The  radioactivity  'contained  in'  the .sblid.  specimens  is  s'hown  in 'Table·  III.
There   was   a   large   variation   in   tha  weight   of    the'    specimenb   and   this   variation.alon'g
with variations in the 'surface t·exture.of the specimens prbbably caused the
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variation'  in .the measured .activitie's. tlhere  was .no  indication  of 'a  loss  in beta
activity with increasing firiMg  temparature;   however,   a  new test should  be  made
Which wbuld eliminate .the errors of this test procedure·.

3.     Radioactivity  in'  Leath.Liquof

The beta .eountfor the l'each. liquors. is sh'own in Table IV.   It can be·
sen that the· count. decreases for both 'compositions with increasing firing tem-
perature.   Comp'osition,C-8 is,considerably better than Composition C-7.   A count
.of only 10 was. obtained with (-8 after firing at 1190'C, whereas.C-7 gavea count
of 640 per min.  per mi.   It is.not known whether  ·or not the Iower counts in· (-8
came from'.the us'e of''attapulgite' or from' the use· of .a greater ratio of liquid to
solids.

Firing temperatures above 1100'C   seem.advisable for these .compositions .
A flring ,temperature  of  1190*C   gave .a reduction in activity  of  16,700  to.one.

TABLE.IV

RADIOACTIVITY IN .ONE -ML.  OF
I.EACH LIQUOR AFTER .SEVEN DAYS

0-7 c-8
Temperature Radioattivity Radioactivity

» C c/min/ml .C/*71/md

160 3727 2031

560 , 1360 392

860 1052 262

1020 835 175

1125 975                                      38

1190 640 10

77°   7
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PART B - ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS

INTRODUCTIQN

Previous tests indicated that vermiculite-cuncrete could successfully contain
radioactiva waste .again'st watar leaching if the cdncrete were fired to 1200'C.
The' tests also indicated that a vermiculite-c'onerete containing .attapulgite gave
a lower count lixivium'. However, it was.not clear whether this resulted from the
presence   of  the  attapulgite   or  from  .the  us'e  of  a  higheris'olid's to waste ratio.

It was .desired to determine' the affect.of attapulgite additions to vermiculite-
concrete, tha effect of varying,quantities 'of.cement, and the effect.of limestone
additions,

PROCEDUREL

The.compositions   te's'ted 'are shown   in  'Tables   V,    VI,    and   VII.      All   the  .dry   in-
gredients were first mixed togather· and then.the Hope' solution was added rapidly to
the dry batch.      The mixing  was.  a'ccomplished  in  pap'er  cup-s   and the concrete  was
allowed to set in the cups. Twelve hours .after mixing the compositions 'were
divided  into  two  portions  and each portion was transferred  to a porcelain crucible .
On:e portion of each composition was dried at 10490 for 24 hr. .The other p'ortion
was  fired.to. 1100°C . The furnace t'emperature 'was. elevated  to  900*C  in  2-1/2 .hr
and maintained  at  900'C  for kbur hours. The furnace  temperaturef was  then.ele-
vated to 1000'C and maintained.at this temperature for four· hours.  Finally, the
temperature.was  raised  to.  110'0'C  .and  held  for two hours.

After firing, the samples kere prepared for leaching by transferring the·
samples  to a leachin'g bottle  and a'dding 10 ml.  of  tap.water  for .eaah.gram of  con-   -
crete'   specimen.     A  One  mi..   s'ample   of th€ leach liquor  wa-s tran"sferred  to  an
'aluminum' dish after seven days .'of Ieaching.  .'The dish was .dried -at 104°.0 and then
its'    radioactivity   determined   on   the   G.   M.    counter.

TABLE. V

:THR EFFECT OF VARYING AMOUNTS:OF CEMENT
ON THE EFFECTIVENESS .OF VERMICULITE-CONCRETE (1)

IN.TRAPPING RADIOACTIVE WASTE

Beta.Count of.Lixivium after
Sample Varmiculite romposition Waste Liquor seveh days - c/min/ml.

No.
. SES Cement   -   gms                        mi. 104°¢ 11000C

10           15 20 100 3054 590

11           15             40 100 .2139 572

12           15             60 100 1843 5oo

'(1)   For destription of materials  see Part A.
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TABLE VI '

THE EFFECT OF REPLACEMENT OF CEMENT AND VERMICULITE BY ATTASORB HVM OR

LIMESTONE.ON THE.EFFECTIVENESS.OF VERMICULITE-CONCRETE IN

ITRAPPING RADIOACTIVE .WASTE
' Beta Count of

Composition Lixivium. after 7
S,ample  No. Vermiculite Cement , Attasorb Waste Liquor       Limestone     days   c/min/ml

104.°C    1100'C

11             15        40 100 2139 572

13             15        30 10 100 2202      88
»

14 #15 20      20 100 1766      52

17                      40 20 100 1183 107

18            ' 15 20 100 20 2363 1204

TABLE VII

CONCRETE, IN TRAPPING RADIOACTIVE WASTE

Composition              -

Sample No. Vermiculite .Cement Waste Liq*Or Beta Count of Lixivium
gm- gm ml after 7 days c/min/ml

104'C 11000C

11              15          40 100 2139 572

15             20         40 100 1877 625

16             25         40 100 1877 441

(.
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RESULTS.OF INVESTIGATION

1.      Effect of Quantity of Cem'ent

Compositions  10,   11,  and 12 differed  only  in  the  amount of cement  used  as
shown in 'Table V. There was some reduction' in the beta count of the lixivium' withincreasing ampunts of cement; however', the' reduction vaa very small compared to the
large  increasea in cement. It would  seem- that there  is no advantage  to be obtain'edin  increasing the cement above:  that quantity naeded  to  produce  a   fir,  .set.

It is interesting that unfired cbncrete demonstrated some capacity to re-
tain radioactivity.  It is suggested that this should receive further study and
attempts should  be  made to reduce the' porosity  'of the concrate. .Some methods   that
might be tried could be incorporation or coating con'crete with sodium silicate or
addition  or  formation  of  gelatinbus   c'ompounds  such  as iron hydroxide.with  the  cement.
Increased amounts.of Attasorb Should be tried.    (See Part A).

The results of this investigation dhowed some better retention than a sim-
ilar compgsition, C-7, of a previous investigation.   Composition 16 showed -a count
of  590  at  1100'C  as  compared with  975  for composition.C-7 fired at 1125'C.     It  is
believad that part of.the improvement resulted from more skillful mixing in: this
sarieb  of  compositions.

2.     Effect  bf  Replatement  of.Cem'ent and Vermiculite by Attasorb  HVM or Lim'estone

Compusitions 11, 13, and 14 demonstrate the effectiveness of replacing.ce-
m'ent -with.Attasorb EVM. Increasing the Attasorb at the expense of the cement
seemed to have.nv 'significant effect on the retention of activity in the 104 C
samples.       However,    it   had   a   very  pronounced   effect.on   the 1100'C samples.    .CaIn;
position··11 with no Attasorb- gave·· a eouht.of -572·'t.c/finhnl. while Composition- 13 with
18%Attasorb   reduced   the   Fount   to   88   and  Composition   14   with 36% Attasorb   gave   a

i     count bf 52.
These results. indicate that much of the reduction in count of.Composition0-8 of the previous report was caused by the presence of Attasorb rather than the

in'creased solid to liquid ratio.of "Composition C-8 compared to C-7.

There is no dirett.comparison with.Composition C-8 of the preceding report
and  the  compositions  of  this  report. The n'earest similarity  is  Composition-13·
Cciposition-13 contained 55 gm's solids to 100 'ml. of liquid while Compo·sitlon C-8
cantained  40   gms   of   solids   to   84  ml.    of   liquid. Cbmposition-13 fired to 11000 C
gave  a  beta.count. of 88 c/min/ml, Composition .C-8 fired to 1020'   gave  a   count   of
175 c/min/ml., whereas at 1125°C it gave a.count.of 38 c/min/ml.   Interpolation
b'etween these tvo temp'eratures would give a very similar count for Conpositign-13
and C-8.  'This illustrates that firing.temperature is.much more critical than is
composition.  It would seem' that a desirable firing temperature for these mix-
tures would be' 1200'C.

The desirable limit of replacing cement with Attasorb was not established.
· It is .suggested that quite a range of 'compositionb would work satisfactorily and

that the Compo'sition could be ·s'elected to give the lowest raw material .cost· within
 

this   range.

770 (6
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The cem'ent .alone .and without modification is a poor trap· for waste
material;  instead, its function is to mold and .set more effective materials into
units of desired dimensions rather than having loose granular or gelatinous
masses.    It  also  'serves to' eliminate a drying period for clay-like mas'se·s since
the dement will -develop .'a hydraulic set very rapidly. The Attasorb. and varmicu-
lite  act  as the major- radioabtivity traps.

Composition-17  was  .6 'celne'nt..Attasorb mixture without  vermiculite.     'This
composition provided the most effective material after firing at 1040'C, al-
though it still fell far short of being effective enough. The results on firing
to 1100'C indicate that a mixture of Attasorb and vermiculite is more effective
than  Attasorb   Alone.     .'Thus   Composition-13   with   55   gms   of   solids   to   100 'm.1..   of  
liquor gave a lower count than the all Attasorb composition with 60 gms of solids             
to 100 'ml. of liquor.

Composition-18 of Wable VI shows the effect bf replacing Atta'sol-b.with lime-
stone in.a vermiculite-concrete. It.can be seen that this composition gave ex-
tremely pobr'results.

Additional te'sts   are   desirable   to   obtain  more   conclusive   information.·      "Thus,
a composition containing 30 gms cement .and 25 gms of Attasorb and.a Second con-
taining  20  gms  of cement  and  35  gms of Attasorb should be' highly  informative.

3.   The .Effect .of Quantity of Vermiculite

Compositions-11, 15, and 16 of Table VII show the effect of increasing
.amounts    of vermi culite on retained radioactivity.        It    can   be    seen that there    is    no
increase in trapped activity as the vermiculite is increased above 15 gms to 100 ml.
when  fired  to ·1100'C.     -There  may be  an advantage 'of increasing the amount  of  vermicu-
lite with hotter waste liquid, since· the increased bulk of th'e vermiculite will give
lesb.concentration of radioactivity per unit volume.

It is suggested that further studies of the· influence of quantity of
vermiculite  be, 'made  using · fixed amounts of Attavorb  and  cement  with  varying.amounts                    Iof vermiculite..

II THE EFFECT OF .FIRING TEMPERATURES.ON  THE
VOLATILIZATION OF RADIOISOTOPES FROM CLAY MASSES                         I

INTRODUCTION

It was de'sired to determine if a selective loss in beta or gamma radiation
occurred ·on heating ceramic mixturea containing radioactive wastes.

9 7 0 2/   I
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METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
i

The ceramic mixtures used in this investigation contained 60% vermiculite,
20%  kaolin.and 20% pyrophyllite. This mixture was pre-fired   at   1980° F   and
produced a lightweight, porous brick.  Small pieces of the porous brick were
saturated'with Hope·solution tagged with mixed fission products at 79,600 beta
counts per minute per ml. After saturating with liquid the samples were dried
on a hot plate and then re-saturated wlth the Hope solution.  This was repeated
to give four cycles of soaking in the liquid.  After the final soaking, the
sample was air dried and then pulverized in a small crucible.  Water was added
to the crucible an:d a suspension of the powdered ceramic in .water was obtained.
The suspension was allowed to settle 30 sec to permit settling of any coarse
particles present and then part of the suspension was poured into each of five
vitreous silica dished.  Care was taken to pour similar quantities in.each dish.

The dishes had been weighed prior to adding the sample in order that the weight
of sample could be determined.

Dish A was allowed to air dry for 24 hr and then its radioactivity was deter-
mined with an end window G. M. Deta counter and 64 Scaler.  Four aluminum shields
were placed between the counter and the specimen.

The  same  dish,   A,   was then heated successively  to  104 ,   340°,   560°,   860°,   and
1000'C with a beta count taken after each firing.  The final temperature was main-
tained for 1-1/2 hr at each temperature. Finally, dish A was.returned to the kiln
and   allowed   to . remain at 1000°C    for   24   hr .

Dishes one through  four  were sub jected to different heat treatments. Their
radioactivity was determined   on the Ceramic Laboratory beta counter. The samples
were also submitted   to  Dr.   S. A. Reynolds for determination of gamma counts   and

-  a confirmation of the beta count since the activity of the samples was consider-
ably above the recommended level for the Ceramic Laboratory counter.

RESULTS.OF INVESTIGATION

The results on the firing of a single dish to several temperatures are shown
in Table  VIII.    The te'st procedure  of this investigation  gave  a much smaller
variation.in the activity at different temperatures.  The data in Table VIII in-

dicate that there may be a slight loss in activity between room temperature and a
temperature  of 104°C. There  is no further  loss  in beta activity up through a
firing temperature of 1000°C maintained for 24 hr.

'The results also show that there is a large loss in weight upon firing this

material.  A loss of 18.2% of the initidl weight was recorded at 104».c followed
by a loss of 43·8% of initial weight at 340°C.

There was a slight additional loss up to 100000. Because there is no loss' in
total activity upon heating the spacimen, the loss in .weight of the specimens
results in a concentration of the activity into a smaller mass. . This is shown
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TABLE. VIII

.THE .RETENTION OF RADIOACTIVITY AT ELEVATED
TEMPERATURES BY.A.CERAMIC COMPOSITION

*
Dish Temperature Weight Weight Loss Beta Count per Beta Colint

No.                                           4 C                                                      enE                                                 %                             en    f room   temp.  )       per   gn

(fired)

A Room 0.4213 121,000 121>000

A 104 0.3446 18,2 111,000 136,000
A 340 0.2359 43.8 109,500 1951000
A 560 0.2291 45.6 110,500 201,000

A 860 0.2264 46.2 112,000 208,000

A 1000 0.2239 46.8 114,000 214,000

A           1000 - 24 hr 0.2245 46.6 109,000 204,000

*
Based en room' temperature weight

in the column giving beta counts. par fired gram'.  It can be seen that firing almost
doubles the activity per gram of material remaining after firing.

Table IX. shows the results of gamma counts on the series of dished.. .A single
dish was not used, since it would have involved a round, trip to X-10 after each
firing. A checlimade on the activity of .all the dishes in the .dry condition
showed similar counts for all the.dishes.

It :can be seen in a cumparison of the.Ceramic Laboratury beta counts and the
beta counts determined by Reynolds that the Ceramic .laboratory counter gave less
than half th'e correct .counts.  .This confirm's the instructions that the Ceramic
Laboratory machine is inadequate for counting this level of activity.

Table IX also shows that there is a gradual increase in total beta activity
with  temperature. This would be expected  as  the shielding water is expelled be-
tween r'oom

" temperature and 104°'c. However, no explanation is offered  for   the
increases above'  104° c.

It can be seen in Table IX that 39.7% of the gamma .activity is: lost between
104°C  and  990'C.    The loss appears  to be approximately proportional  to weight
loss.  It might be interesting to check .this ratio in the temperature range
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4                                                          TABLE IX

3                                               THE RETENTION OF RADIOACTIVITY AT EI,EVATED TEMPERATURES

Dish Temp. Weight Weight Cer. Lab. Beta Count Reynolds Reynolds Gamma Count
Loss c/min/got c/min/em c/min/gn c/min/gm c min/gn

No. aC   Wet ans Dry gms % (room temp.) (room temp.) (fired) -(room temp.) (fired)'\ .  .               I

|      1 Room 0.2442 0.2593 95,340 209,412 195,333 155,913 146,834

3 104 0.2958  0.2812 4.9 221,264 232,752 153,222 161,177
4 835 0.2337 0.1039 55.5 231,878 521,.560 96,304

216,612                                   15

2 990 0.2174 0.0886 59.3 244,296 599,435 91,270 223,950

3     Room                                95,390

4 Room 94,860

2     Room                                99,210
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between room and  600°(.   Alth'ough a loss is shown in total gamma activity,  the
gui activity  per  gram  of  fired  material   increases  with  .tentparature.

Fired ceramic pieces of the composition used in this experiment are capableof holding    599,435 beta counts  and 223,950  gamma  cbunts  per gram of fired
material ·Yhen .saturated with liquor showing  a beta rount  of  79,600  per·mll.     It
sh'ould be noted that the count for the liquor was .determined on the .Deramic
Laboratory machine  and  is  .thus  subjEct to considerable .error,   since  this level  
of counting is considerably higher than that recommended for the counter.  A
count  bf 160,000 might be closer  to  the'  actual .count.

Additional tests, made on these samples, showed that the loss in gamma activity
was caused almost entirely by the volatilization of ruthenium.

Table X .shows the relative gamma intensities from' spectrometer data of cerium
and ruthenium isotope tracers retained by these samples .

TABLE X

THE. VARIATION IN RELATIVE .GAMMA
INTENSITIES WITH TEMPERATURE IN

A CERAMIC BODY

* Relative.Intensity Per gn: of
Sample tTemperature Sample    on   a   Room.Dry   Basis

°tl

O.14 MEV(Ce-141-144) .0.50 MEV<Ru-103)

1 Room' 1.0 1.0

2 104 '0,98 0.95

3 835 0.84 0.22

4 990 0.90 0:06

*
Sample   1,   2, ·  3,    and   4   c'ontain   same  material fired.to.different temperatures.
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III THE ENTRAPMENT OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE
IN POROUS CERAMIC BODIES

INTRODUCTION

It was desired to determine· how effectively porous ceramic bodies .can tie up
radioactive waste.  .Two' procedures .were utilized; one in which the porou's body
was used as .a wiek (one end kept .dry) and.the other in which the ·entire piece was
immersed in the waste solution, dried and re-immersed for a total of four cycles.

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

A p'orbus brick was made Prom a. mixture of 60% vermicullte, 20% kaolin and 20%
pyr'ophyllite. .The brick was fired at 1980DF  and thien suitab·le specimens  were  cut
fr'om the brick. The material had a biil k density of 42.lb per cubic ft and a
crubhing  strength  of  800  psi.

A wick shape specimen measuring 7/8 in x 1/2 i# x 5 1/2 in'. was cut from the
brick.  This wick was than sealed into a 100 ml. graduate.with.Permoplast clay.
The graduate was filled to the 100 ml. mark .with Hope solution prior to placement
af the wick. .The wick.was so placed that it remained above the 100 ml. mark and
it was necessary  to  tilt  the  assembly  for the liquid to contact the wick.    .'The
assembly waa .tilted .sufficiently for the liquid to contact the wick on its lower
side all the way up to the placewhere the wick contacts the plastic .clay seal.  'The
liquid remaining after specified time intervals was' .determined by returning the
graduated .cylinder to its vertical position and recordihg the liquid level in the
graduate. -

In the initial period of the test the wick protruding from the graduate was
left  expaged  to  room  temperature .    An attempt  was  made  to  sp'eed up evaporation
from the exposed portion of the 'wick -by blowing warm air from a hair dryer across
it  and by applying  a low flame fran  a gas burner  to   it.

-Small  specimens..measuring.approrimately  1  in..  x 1  in.  x  3/4  in.  were  cut  from
the.vermiculite brick .and soaked in Hope solution tagged  st 79,600 counts  per  min
per *. After soaking,  the  samples were  dri·ed and t'ben-'re-soaked in the liquor.

.'This .was continued  to  give a tetal  of four soakings. Previous work indicated  that
th'e  specimans  would  pick  up  43% of their dry weight  as  added Solid salts. Tests
an the samples of this experiment indicated that the samples picked up 200,000
counts per gm on a room' .dry basis or' 500,000 counts per gm' on a fired basis.  The
activity of the Hope solution was deterdined on a Ceramic.Laboratory couhter and
this cbunter was found to: be in error.  The actual count of the initial tagging

'         solution  wa<s  possibly  160,000   chunts  per  ml.

After soaking, the samples were fired to selected temperatures and then leached
by  water'  using  a   ratio  of  1  ml. of water  to  1   gm of fired sinter. .After leaching
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undetectable at room 'condition.  The hair dryer did not producea measurable rate
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for   seveh  days,   1 ml. sample  of  the   lixivium' wa's drled  on an aluminum  tray  and  a
beta   count  made  with. the Ceramic'  laboratory end window  G. M. counter.

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION

1.  Wick Test

The results of the wick test are shown in Table XI.  It can be seen that
the wick was capable of drawing the Rope solution up from its container and the
wick saturated itself in 20 'min.  .The rate of evaporation from the exposed end was

of evaporation.

'The %88 burner caused some .evaporatidn« and additional pickup of liquid.
However, "'strong" heating rates drove  the  liquid back  into the graduate. Tilrning
off the burner would give   a   net   gain   in the amount of liquid picked   up  by  the  wldk.
Full pickup could be obtained only by intermittent heating and cooling.

It was concluded that the wick system was not as good as- the soaking and
drying cycle sy'stem for liquids of low volatility like the 'Hope solution.

2:        Soak   and  Dry  Test

Previous tests indicated that repeated cycles of immersion of p'or'ous brick
Into Hope solution followed by drying would permit pi·ckup's  of at least  3.ml.  Hope
sulution or' 0.5 gm. 'of dry balts per 1 gm- of brick.   Thus, 1 cubic ft of porous
brick could contain'  20  1b   of dry salts   or   14. 4   gal of waste liquor   (1. 91  cu.   ft   of
waste liquor) . Duting firing, it would be possible  to. flux the porous brick and
shrink it to a.volume of 1/2 'cubic ft.  Thus,· on a fired ba'sis 1.cubic ft would
contain 3.8 cubic'  ft of waste liquor  or  40  Ib   of dry waste   salt.

Table XII shows the results of leaching .tests made on the saturated and
.dry specimens.  Firing temperatures of at least 1000'C seem to be necessary.  Such
temperatures reduced the lixivium .count to below 400 beta counts per ml.   This
represents.approximately  a   400   to·  one   reduction'  in  .activity   from  the  base   solution.
It is believed that this figure could be improved by spraying a .coating of' .clay or
glaze on the brick prior' to the final firing, since there was.some tendency for'
the  salts to cbncentrate  on  the  surfa'ce  of  the  spe'clmens.

IV   EFFECTS.;OF FUSED COATINGS ON RETENTION OF
RADIOISOTOPES BY POROUS CERAMIC MASSES

6

INTRODUCTION

In the investigations on retention of radloactivity by porous bricks, it was
noted that rather high leach  .test   reaults were being obtained.    .  It was further
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  TABLEXI

THE RATE OF SATURATION BY A CERAMIC WICK

Elapsed Quantity
Time of liquid
Min Absorbed Remarks

m1

0                                      Room air circulation

5                       15

10                      .18

15                       21

20                     24         Soaked to top of wick

25                        24
40                        24           Hair dryer on

45                       24

55                        24

60                         24           Gas burneir on

75                        25

85                        26

90                        28

95                        30

115                         31

TABLE XII-

THE RETENTION OF RADIOACTIVITY AGAINST                      '

WATER LEACHING BY POROUS CERAMIC BRICK

Sample Temperature Total Beta Counts
'C                   per ml/min

C-9 500 964

C-9 800 1545

C-9 1090 383

C-9 1150 258
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noted that there seemed to be a concentration of dried salts at the surface· of the
pieces.     It,   therefore,   seemed  expedient  to  put  some  protective  coating  on  the  piece
after the waste solution had been soaked up.. Various materials were utilized a.8
coatings .with the best results being .obtained from a lead-oxide and attapulgite
glaze.

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

'The teramic mass utillzed in this investigation contained 60% vermiculita, 20%kaolin  and   20%  pyrophyllite.      This.mixture   had been pre-fired to 1980'F and produced
a lightweight porous brick. Amall  pieces  were   then   cut   from.this  brick.and  .dipped
in the tagged waste solution. These .were dried 'and the procedure rep'eated four
tlme's.     It was found after aDme experim'entation  that  it .was necessary  to  fume  the
waste-soaked pieces prior to coating  vith  the  glaze.     The  pieces  were  put  .an  a  wire
hanger ·and dipped ln the glaze suspension for a predetermined time and then fired.
After firing, the pieces were examined for any unhealed cracks and if none were
present, the piece was put in leach water.  One ml. samples were take.n of the leach
water after  one  week, on'e month,   and   six  months   and   counted  with  a beta counter.

RESULTS.OF' INVESTIGATION

Several materials were· used as the glaze material; borax, lead-oxide, attapul-
gite, and several cbmpositions of lead-oxide:and attapulgite.  'The most successful
composition wab. one consisting of 10 weight per cent 'of attapulgite and 90 weight

'        par .cent  of lead-oxide. Enough water was added  to· form a 8,uspen's:Lon with low
viscosity. Dipping time was approximately 3 sec, after which the piece was .dried
for twb hour  at  104°C I.     The  piece  'was then transferred  to a furnate  pre-heated  to
700«C with firing time of three to seven minutes. .'This glaze gave .an impervious
coating that had a low enough viscosity at fusion to heal m'ost 'of the drying.and
shrinkage cracks. Many of the other glaze materials used did .not 'have this
property  and as a result  were not acceptable.

Results UP a number of tests of a number of pieces soaked in waste solution
that had been tagged with'mixed fission products -and .glazed with various materials
may be  seen in  Table  XIII.

V  S[IMMARY OF WASTE DISPOSAL EXPERIMENTS
MADE IN JULY AND. AUGUST 1957

INTRODUCTION

A series.of experiments were made to obtain information.that would. permit a
better evaluation of' the propoBed systems of waste dlsp'osal. These experiments
have developed two effective compositions and two methods of procedure for.·dis-
pb'sing  of  wastes. The experim'ents- also produc'ed  information  'on the retention
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TABLE. XIII

EFFECT OF FUSED. COATINGS .ON
RETENTION "IN PGROUS .BRICKS                         '

Beta  fount .of leach.water.·or lixivium
C/in/mil c/m/ml

Glaze Material · 1 week 1 month C-omments

Attapulgite                  17                            Very difficult to apply to

Bors.                                                         0                                                    pieces Difficult  to  heal
Lead-Oxide                                                       O                                                              )              drying and shrinkage cracks.

Lead-Oxide
10% attapulgite           16                  17        Easily applied.

Lead-Oxide
25% attapulgite 120 120 Excess clay caused heavy

shrinkage..

Standard piece
No  glaze 383 350

of  gamma  and b'eta  activity  in  ceramic  mixtures when fired to various  temperatures:

IEFFECTIVE  COMPOSITIONS

The inve'stigations :developed two compo:siti'ons that appeared to b·e very effeetive
in   containing   radioactive   materials against water leaching.

The first  Campbsition.was.a  pre-fire'd vermiculite-clay unit  containifg 60*
vermicullte,  20%  kaolin .and. 20% pyrophyllite.    It  is believed .that  this  composition
is n'ot critical but that the vermiculite bould vary from 20% to 100%. and that the
remA.inder.of th'e mixture could be any clay material. This composition pr'oduced a
pbrous,   lightweight unit which  was   capable . of picking  up   3.2 :ml..of  Hope   salution
per'  gm  of.material  u'sing  four  sbakin'g .eyoles.·     After  saturation,   the  brick  with            ,   :
Hbpe' solution,  the  uzlit .was  toated with a thin suspenslon of lead-oxide.:and clay
and  then  fired. .'The fired sample .contained  in  excess' .of 500,000  c'ounts  per·  min
per gm·.of fired weight and the lixivium'.from. these units showed low beta.counts
after   seven  ·days.of   leathing.
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'The  s'e'cond domposition was  a. vermiculite con'crete: containing 10  grn. of
vermiculite, 10 gn Attasorb HVM, .20 'gn p'ortland .cement and .84 ml.  of Hope solu-
tion.  This 'unit when fired to 1190'C produced a lixivium with.a beta count of 10
c/min/nfl. after  10   days.

METHODS.OF   ·PRbCEDURE

'The.investigationsindicated the po'ssibility of dlsposing of wastes in ceramir
mass'es  by  two .different  procedures.     The first 'procedure would involve  the' us'e  of
pre-formed porous ceramic 'slugs. These slugs would then be placed in contact with
the waste liquid ahd allowed 20 soak up the liquid.  After soaking, the units
would be,Bprayed with a glaze and then .allowed to heat.up to. a temperature no
lower   than  800° C.

It is suggested that the pre-formed slug wbuld facilitate a hot cell test on
this method of waste disposal. The slugs could be dipped in: waste liquid and then
transferrad to an in;expensive kiln.  They rould fe fired and then transferred to
a leaching vessel.

The'  second prbaedura  vould  involve  tha making  'of hi'gh-temperature concrete.
'The pre -mixed  cem'ent and _aggregate would be  fed into a ribbon type mixer along .Vith
a stream of the waste liquor and the .con'crete would be discharged contilluously in-
to  either  molds  or prapared  pit's. The concrete should be allowed  to  heat  up  to
12'00'C and i f furnabing i:s.required, the discharge from' the mixer· .could be fed
through a .moving belt kiln or a rotary kiln.

It is suggested that the' sec'ond protedure would facilitate shipment .of waste or'
disposink of liquid wa'st'e' in laboratories, .Converting liquid waste intb concrete
ghbuld reduce the danger of' spillage during shipment.  .Also,  it might be more conv-
venieht in laboratoriels to dump waste material into containers .dontaining vermicu-
lite and concrete. This. would reduce the .danger 'of spilling .durihg .removal
operations.
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VI  RETENTION OF ACTIVITY IN CERAMIC
SUBSTANCES AT INCREASING TEMPERATURES

Experiments were made to determine if loss in activity occurs during
firing,as a result of volatilization of radioactive constituents.  It was found
that there was no loss in beta activity up through a firing temperature of1000'C. Furthermore,· soaking   at   1000'C  for  24  hr   did not cause a significant
loss in beta activity.

It Was found. that there wasa pronounced loss in gamma activitybetween 104°C and 835'Co  It was .determined that this loiss was the result of
volatilization of ruthenium.  There did not appear to be a significant .loss in
cerium.
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